Sub Shop Menu - 2018 Season

Carousel Sub Shop

*2018
Price

Comments

Proudly Using Fresh‐Baked Cellones Sub Rolls!
Meatball Sub, Whole

9.35

Mouth watering slow cooked meatballs on a whole sandwich roll. Choose
mozzarella or one of our other cheeses and toppings

Meatball Sub, Half

5.15

Mouth watering slow cooked meatballs on a half sandwich roll. Choose
mozzarella or one of our other cheeses and toppings

Pizza Sub, Whole

9.15

Delicious tomato sauce, mozzarella (or choose from one of our other 5
varieties of cheese), and your choice of toppings on a whole sandwich roll.

Pizza Sub, Half

5.05

Delicious tomato sauce, mozzarella (or choose from one of our other 5
varieties ofcheese), and your choice of toppings on a half sandwich roll.

Grilled Chicken Sub, Whole

9.80

A whole sandwich roll with grilled, lightly seasoned chicken strips. Choose
from BBQ, buffalo, or ranch or just keep it plain.

Grilled Chicken Sub, Half

5.55

A half sandwich roll with grilled, lightly seasoned chicken strips. Choose from
BBQ, buffalo, or ranch or just keep it plain.

Carousel Club Sub, Whole

9.80

A classic favorite, a whole sandwich roll with roast beef, ham, and turkey with
your choice of toppings.

Carousel Club Sub, Half

5.55

A classic favorite, a half sandwich roll with roast beef, ham, and turkey with
your choice of toppings.

Steak&Cheese Sub, Whole

9.95

A whole sandwich roll with grilled steak strips with your choice of toppings.

Steak&Cheese Sub, Half

5.70

A half sandwich roll with grilled steak strips with your choice of toppings.

Turkey & Ham Sub, Whole

9.55

A traditional cold cut favorite, a whole sandwich roll with ham and turkey on
one sub. Add your choice of toppings.

Turkey & Ham Sub, Half

5.25

A traditional cold cut favorite, a half sandwich roll with ham and turkey on one
sub. Add your choice of toppings.

Turkey Sub, Whole

9.15

Fresh, all white meat turkey, roasted to perfection on a whole sandwich roll
with your choice of toppings.

Turkey Sub, Half

4.85

Fresh, all white meat turkey, roasted to perfection on a half sandwich roll with
your choice of toppings.

Ham Sub, Whole

9.05

Fresh, delicious spiral cut ham on a whole sandwich roll with your choice of
toppings.

Ham Sub, Half

4.85

Fresh, delicious spiral cut ham on a half sandwich roll with your choice of
toppings.

Roast Beef Sub, Whole

9.35

Fresh, sliced roast beef on a whole sandwich roll with your choice of toppings.

Roast Beef Sub, Half

5.15

Fresh, sliced roast beef on a half sandwich roll with your choice of toppings.
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Italian Combo Sub, Whole

9.10

A classic cold cut favorite with ham, salami, and pepperoni on a whole
sandwich roll with your choice of toppings.

Italian Combo Sub, Half

4.90

A classic cold cut favorite with ham, salami, and pepperoni on a half sandwich
roll with your choice of toppings.

Veggie Sub, Whole

8.30

No meat? No problem. A whole sub roll with your choice of cheese and
toppings.

Veggie Sub, Half

4.35

No meat? No problem. A half sub roll with your choice of cheese and toppings.

Extra Bacon ‐ Half Sub

0.80

Add bacon to any sandwich. Choose to have it crisped up in our oven or put on
cold. A great deal that adds to your favorite sub.

Extra Bacon ‐ Whole Sub

1.60

Add bacon to any sandwich. Choose to have it crisped up in our oven or put on
cold. A great deal that adds to your favorite sub.

Extra Cheese - Half Sub

0.50

Add extra cheese to any sandwich. The more cheese the better…! A great deal
that adds to your favorite sub.

Extra Chesse- Whole Sub

1.00

Add extra cheese to any sandwich. The more cheese the better…! A great deal
that adds to your favorite sub.

Extra Meat- Half Sub

1.00

"Beef Up" your sandwich with more meat! A great deall that adds to your
favorite sub.

Extra Meat- Whole Sub

2.00

"Beef Up" your sandwich with more meat! A great deall that adds to your
favorite sub.

Combo Meal Add‐On (Bag of Chips
or 2 Cookies)

2.65

Amazing deal that adds a small drink and your choice of chips or cookies to
and sub or salad purchase.

Cookie, Small Chocolate Chip (1)

0.75

Delicious freshly basked chocolate chip cookies based on our famous Cookie
House cookies.

Cookie, Small Chocolate Chip (3)

1.90

Delicious freshly basked chocolate chip cookies based on our famous Cookie
House cookies. Save 20 cents on 3!

Kettle Potato Chips, 2oz Bag

1.85

Proudly serving "Dirty Kettle" kettle cooked potato chips. Choose from a
variety of flavors. Sea Salt, BBQ, Funky Fusion, Jalepeno, Salt & Vinegar

Salad, Veggie

7.00

Fresh lettuce, with your choice of toppings and dressings.

Salad, Steak

9.40

Fresh lettuce, with grilled steak strips and your choice of toppings and
dressings.

Salad, Chicken

8.95

Fresh lettuce, with lightly seasoned grilled chicken strips and your choice of
toppings and dressings.

Salad, Turkey or Ham

8.70

Fresh lettuce, with chopped turkey or ham and your choice of toppings and
dressings.

Salad, Turkey & Ham

9.40

Fresh lettuce, with chopped turkey and ham and your choice of toppings and
dressings.

3.35

A classic summer time favorite iced beverage. Choose from blue raspberry,
red cherry, or green lemon‐lime, root beer, strawberry‐lemonade, & cotton
candy.

SLUSH PUPPIES
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SLUSH PUPPIES - Combo Meal
Upgrade

0.50

Add a sweet, fruity, frozen Slush Puppie to your Combo Meal instead of a soft
drink.

SOFT DRINK, REGULAR

2.85

SOFT DRINK, MEDIUM
SOFT DRINK, LARGE

3.35
4.20

16oz Cup ‐ no lids. Proudly serving Pepsi Products: Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt.
Dew, Dr. Pepper, Sierra Mist, Orange Crush, Raspberry Tea & Sobe Yumberry
Lifewater
24oz Cup ‐ no lids.
32oz Cup ‐ no lids.

SOFT DRINK, Combo Meal Medium
Upgrade

0.50

upsize your drink to a Medium Size for your Combo Meal

SOFT DRINK, Combo Meal Large
Upgrade

1.00

upsize your drink to a Large Size for your Combo Meal

SOFT DRINK, SOUVENIR BOTTLE (2)
or more purchased at same time

7.99

32oz Plastic Bottle w/ Lid & Handle. Orange & Yellow Color Bottles for 2018.
Price includes bottle and first fill. Hand wash only ‐ NO DISHWASHERS! NO
EXCHANGES!

SOFT DRINK, SOUVENIR BOTTLE (1)
Single Bottle Purchase

8.99

32oz Plastic Bottle w/ Lid & Handle. Orange & Yellow Color Bottles for 2018.
Price includes bottle and first fill. Hand wash only ‐ NO DISHWASHERS! NO
EXCHANGES!

SOUVENIR BOTTLE, REFILLS

0.99

Soft Drink, Fruit Shoots

2.95

BOTTLED WATER

2.55

Refill your 2018 Bottle as many times as you wish during the 2018
Operating Season!
10.1 oz bottle, apple and berry grape, 10% juice, No Added Sugar, only 20
calories, "healthier" alternative to soft drinks for kids / value meals
Proudly serving Aqua Fina, 16.9oz bottle

*Menu Price DOES NOT include applicable 6% PA Sales Tax.
Gluten Disclaimer: WE DO NOT CLAIM ANY OF OUR ITEMS TO BE GLUTEN FREE. However, the following Menu Items from
this Concession Stand are what we recommend for Guests that have issues with Gluten. These recommendations are for
items that do not contain gluten from our best research to date, but are not guaranteed. Moreover, Concession Team
Members do handle items that contain Gluten during their work day and Food & Prep surfaces are used for items that
contain Gluten ‐ sound food safety principles are practiced to reduce, but not neccesarily eliminate, cross‐contamination.
Please use your own judgement / knowledge if you have any uncertainties or doubts. The items that we recommend are:
Soft Drinks, Fruit Shoots, Slush Puppies, Bottled Water & the Dirty Kettle Potato Chips.

Nut Allergians / Allergians: All Flavors of the Dirty Kettle Potato Chips are Fried in a Peanut‐Oil blend. Other Food
Allergians present in the Pizza Section are Dairy, Wheat & Soy.
Major Food Allergians: Milk, Egg, Nuts, Wheat & Soybean are present in the Carousel Sub Shop
Eggs: Waldameer's Concession Stands do not use eggs in any of it's recipes / product procedures. However, here is a list of
some items in this Stand that have EGGS as part of the ingreditent listing as of our best research to date:

1. San Marco Meatballs for the meatball subs HAS EGG.
2. Baker Boy Chocolate Chip Cookies HAS EGG.
Note: the Cellones White & Wheat Sub Rolls and the Dirty Kettle Potato Chips are egg free.

